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Goals of the AiA Project

● Project of Library Leadership Council (WA)
● Open to Washington State CTC faculty librarians
● Action research strategies
● Meaningful assessment
● Library contributions to student success
● Mini-grant proposals
● ACRL Assessment in Action Workshop



Assessment in 
Action

Grant Writing Process

● Two day workshop
● Methodologies
● Institutional priorities
● Collaboration/campus partners
● Outcomes
● Connecting outcomes, criteria, 

actions, and evidence
● Qualitative data
● Literature review



AiA Grant Process



Research 
Question

Do students who receive library instruction 

perform better on Information Literacy learning 

objectives on a Research Proposal Project and 

other research related English 101 assignments 

than those who do not?

abby @ Bellingham Technical 
College



Where the college is at

2013-2018 operational plan included:

● Expand hours/options for accessing library and student services
● Improve student technology support in the library

The 2015-2017 strategic priorities included:

● Develop institutional processes
● Professional development
● Pathways for students and across organizations

And yet...



BTC Goals and AiA Findings
BTC Goals

● **Student Success [priority goal] : Facilitate student success through practices, structure, and 
policies.

● Excellence & Innovation  : Promote excellence and innovation throughout the College.that 
supports diversity

● Access : Increase options and improve access for all students through educational pathways.
● College Visibility & Resource Development : Strengthen the visibility and support of the 

College locally, regionally, and nationally.
● Campus Environment : Create and maintain a welcoming campus  sense of community, 

provides an effective work and learning environment, and encourages respect for individuals.

 Association of College and Research Libraries 3-year study Assessment in Action
● Students benefit from library instruction in their initial coursework.
● Library use increases student success.
● Collaborative academic programs and services involving the library enhance student learning.
● Information literacy instruction strengthens general education outcomes.



Key Players

Jan Richards, Traci Taylor abby koehler
Tenured English faculty Systems Librarian Digital Services Librarian



Key points

● Specific
● Actionable
● Measurable
● Comparable
● Engaging
● Communicable

● Jan’s revised rubric
● What chunks *exactly* do we want to know
● As quantifiable as possible, as few variables as 

possible
● One section versus another
● Not too far from what we’re able to already do
● How does this relate to BTC’s priorities, 

activities, and goals?



Project happenings

IR for survey question revision, based on TRAILS: Tool for Real-Time Assessment of 
Information Literacy Skills from Kent State University Libraries 

Large-group one-shot instruction happening as scheduled for both sections

Small-group intervention for one section timed to revised course schedule and 
aligned with project rubric in collaboration with faculty

Focus groups forthcoming



Research 
Question

How do embedded library modules 
influence the quality of student 
bibliography assignments in 
comparison to face-to-face library 
instruction?

Deb @ Highline College

Heath @ Bellevue College



Embedded & Face-to-Face Librarianship

● 85% of faculty use an LMS (56% on a daily basis)
● 83% of students use an LMS (56% in all or most courses) (Brown, et al. 2015, p. 

2)
● Demographic of students is changing (Eshleman, et al. 2016)
● Subject specialization → function specialization (Eshleman, et al. 2016)
● Flexible and blended instruction: modules, research guides, video tutorials, 

digital learning objects



Bellevue & Highline Colleges Project

● Both Bellevue College and Highline College are ATD schools focusing on 
completion and retention

● Deb and Heath had previously discussed creating IL modules in Canvas that 
could be shared by all of the Washington State community colleges

● Bellevue College Library has been creating IL modules in Canvas since winter 
2017

● Our AiA grant is assessing whether IL modules are comparable to F2F 
instruction



Bellevue & Highline Colleges Project (cont.)

● Two F2F and two online research writing classes at each college (ENGL 
201/205)

● Assessing annotated bibliographies from early in the quarter and the final 
bibliography

● IL instruction occurs for both F2F and online courses between the due dates for 
the two assignments

● Rubric assesses variety of sources and evaluative criteria used



Canvas IL Module Example



Project Rubric



Preliminary Results



Highline College

● Deb worked with three instructors for 4 online and F2F classes
● Organized instruction for 2nd, 6th, and 7th week of the quarter
● First half focuses on different types of sources and Boolean searching
● Second half focuses on evaluating sources and scholarly/popular
● Annotated bibs are due soon
● One benefit is the closer collaboration with ENG205 faculty members and more 

integration of IL content in their online courses -- this will hopefully lead to a 
more defined role for the librarian in future IL instruction (more F2F IL sessions, 
more IL content in online courses)



Bellevue College

● Heath worked with face-to-face instruction / Lisa 
worked with embedded instruction

● Organized instruction for 2nd and 6th week of the 
quarter

● First half focuses on different types of sources and 
Boolean searching

○ First half projects due this week!

● Second half focuses on evaluating sources and 
scholarly/popular 

● Worked with four ENGL 201 faculty members



Project Snags

● IL is only as good as the assignment created by the instructor
● Multiple factors are involved
● Each instructor’s schedule is so different that it’s difficult to standardize due 

dates and assignment types for 8 classes
● Ways to get the completed assignments from students (librarian access to 

Canvas, making copies/scans of assignments submitted on paper, etc.)



The Future for Assessment and IL Modules

● If the assessment shows that online IL instruction is comparable to F2F 
instruction, we could approach the other Washington State CTC libraries about 
sharing IL Canvas modules with each other.

● We could build modules that are easily adapted to a different institution and 
have CC licenses, cutting down on the work that each library must do.

● Build repository in Canvas Commons of IL modules that could be shared and 
adapted by CTC libraries in WA State (and theoretically others).
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